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A good solution to qn old problem
Dirty raihoad yards have plagued maintenance of way officials for
years - and created a serious hazard to ttainmen. Cleaning yards
by hand involves a considerable labor force and high costs.

The DSL Yard Cleaner was invented by expetienced railroad
men to lick this problem in their own yards. It was designed and
built by Nordberg in shops with facilities to meet exacting mechan-
ical requirements.

whor ¡r w¡ll do
The DSL will really clean yard tracks - you don't need hand labor
to follow it. It removes all debris between rails and intert¡ack and
can do it in one pass so as to limit the time during which the t¡ack
is out of service. It cleans right down to the tops of the ties - and
along the inner and outer edges of the rails - but never distutbs
ot damages ties. Intertrack space is graded smooth and exactly
level with the tie tops. The DSL can load on adjacent tracks or on the
track being cleaned so only one track need be taken out of service.

The DSL Yard Clearrer is a completely self propelled machine
with any variation of speed froml/2 to 15 miles per hour. It has suf-
ficient power to pull a half dozen push cars equipped with two-
yard dump boxes.

How it works

{
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Scrapers on both sides plow di¡t from the intertrack
space onto the end of the ties whete the revolving sweeper

impeller picks it up-along with the dirt between the rails

- 
and delive¡s it to the fr¡al 2l ft. waste conveyot. The

conveyor loads on to push cars, gondolas, and most
hopper cars.



lmpeller does qctuol cleqning
,A,ctual cleaning is done by the impeller which rotates at high
speed. It is composed of short lengths oÍ 3/4,, steel cable and
will lift all matetial, including pieces rhe size of a btick, and deliver
it to the waste conveyot. This impeller is as long as the ties and
cleans thoroughly between ¡ails and close up to each side of
the rails so that spike heads are exposed after cleaning. This
impeller action never damages ties 

- it merely sweeps them
clean as though they were swept with a broom. There is never
any damage to ties (even those deeply rail cut).

Powered by 50 HP Engine
The DSL is poiered with a 50 HP gasoline engine equipped with
a self starter and battery. The engine drives the impeller and
hydraulic pumps. These pumps drive hydraulic morors which
propel the machine, and also furnish power for driving tlle
belt cohveyo¡s. The loader is equipped with a 90 gallon tank
which carties the hydraulic fluid for running the moto¡s. ft is
equipped with all necessary filters to keep the hydraulic systerrr
perfectly clean.

The DSL Yard Cleaner has a draw-bar pull of 2500 lbs. in
the lower speeds. It is equipped with three point suspension so
that it will run on exceedingly rough track without danger of
derailment.

The conttol for lowering, raising and adjusting the impeller
is hydraulic and is simple and fast. The DSL can be set oft the
track easily. It is equipped with hydraulically operated run-off
wheels which lift the entire machine on to run-off rails to allow
it to be cleared from the track.

Propulsion is under direct control of the operator who faces
the direction of travel and is able to watch track ahead to be
cleaned and the position of the discharge conveyors. Impeller
adiustment and in-gathering plows are controlled by a helper
who walks with the machine in order to keep these parts adjusted
to meet changing conditions.

Mokes o tough iob eosy . . .
qnd economicol
The DSL Yard Cleaner can clean and load on one track
o¡ clean one track and load on adjacent track so it is
possible to work it with only one track out of service -and never more than two. It will also clean and load on
a ûack adjacent to a building because the minimum work-
ing width of the DSL is only 9 fr. Ir cleans any standard
gauge track except through turnouts.
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cleans thoroughly right down to tops of the ties and
exposes the heads of spikes and nuts of track bolts.
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The DSL Yard Cleaner can be set off
the track quickly. It is equipped with
hydraulically operated run-off wheels
which lift the entire machine onto
run-off rails.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 

- 
12,300 lbs.

Height-l2fr.,iin.
Height with boom rornoved for shipping 

- 
I ft., ó in.

Width for shipping 
- 

9 ft., 4 in.

Widrh of cleon-up oreo 
- 

con be voried from 9
tol5ft.

Length 
- 

17 It., 1 in.

Drowbor Pull 
- 

2,500 lbs.
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